DEAR PARENTS,

With this bag, we want to give you inspiration for how you can strengthen your child’s opportunities to become good at reading and writing.

The bag contains five different books for reading aloud:
- Lillefrø bygger rumraket (Little frog builds a space rocket)
- Vitello får en klam kæreste (Vitello gets a gross girlfriend)
- Small facts: Ulve (Wolves)
- Small facts: Sommerfugle og larver (Butterflies and larvae)

In addition, there are two books for the first independent reading:
- Felix driller (Felix teases)
- Min hund (My dog)

The folder contains:
- A pamphlet in which you can read about the importance of reading with your child.
- The instructions “How to read with your child” with specific tips on how to read together with your child.
- The sheet: “How you can support your child’s first independent reading”
- “My book”
- Instructions for using the READ app where you can register every time you have read together.
  The log in to the app will be provided together with the bag.

After you are finished, the bag and books must be returned. You may keep the materials in the folder. Perhaps hang the instructions up on the fridge.

You can read more about READ - reading together at www.aarhus.dk/read. Here, you can also find the film, READ - reading together, as well as the pamphlet and instructions translated into a number of languages.

Enjoy reading!

Kind regards,
Children and Young People
Aarhus Municipality